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Abstract. Microblogging currently becomes a popular communication way and 
detecting sentiments of microblogs has received more and more attention in recent 
years. In this paper, we propose a new approach to detect the sentiments of Chinese 
microblogs using layered features. Three layered structures in representing syn-
onyms and highly-related words are employed as extracted features of microblogs. 
In the first layer, “extremely close” synonyms and highly-related words are aggre-
gated into one set while in the second and the third layer, “very close” and “close” 
synonyms and highly-related words are aggregated respectively. Then in every 
layer, we construct a binary vector as a feature. Every dimension of a feature indi-
cates whether there are some words in the microblog falling into that aggregated 
set. These three features provide perspectives from micro to macro. Three classifi-
ers are respectively built from these three features for final prediction. Experiments 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. 
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1 Introduction 

As a social communication tool, microblogging is very popular among Internet users. 
More and more people post their opinions towards products or political views. Therefore 
sentiment analysis of microblogs can help social studies or marketing, and becomes a 
quite hot topic. The features used in microblogs sentiment analysis are of great impact to 
the classifying performance. 

Mohammad et al. [1] implemented a number of features including Ngrams, charac-
ters in upper case, lexicons, POS (Part-of-Speech) tags, hashtags, punctuations, emoti-
cons, negations and so on. They concluded that sentiment lexicon features along with 
Ngrams features led to the most gain in performance. Pak and Paroubek [2] analyzed 
the distribution of words frequencies in positive, negative and neutral sets. They con-
cluded that POS tags are strong indicators therefore they use Ngrams and POS tags as 
features. In the work of Huang et al. [3], using sentiment words, POS tags, punctuations, 
adversative words, and emoticons as features achieved their best results. However,  
extracting these features needs a lot of computational and linguistic work. 
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Unigrams are widely used for simplicity and excellent performance. In the experi-
ments of Pang et al. [4], using an SVM trained on Unigrams achieved the best result. 
Read [5], Bora [6], Purver and Battersby [7] also adopted Unigrams as features. Go et al. 
[8] concluded that Unigrams are simple but useful while only using Bigrams as features 
will cause sparseness of the feature space. However, even for Unigrams, sparseness is 
very severe. Due to the large quantity of Unigrams in the corpus, one word will easily 
drown in the sea of Unigrams and its characteristic cannot be well detected. Saif et al. [9] 
used semantic feature set and sentiment-topic feature set to alleviate the sparseness. 

By analyzing thousands of Chinese microblogs, we find that many synonyms and 
highly-related words exist among microblogs. The meanings of these synonyms are 
quite close and the highly-related words usually appear in the same topics. Therefore 
synonyms and highly-related words can be regarded as the same when detecting sen-
timents. 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on the observations above. We con-
struct three layered features by aggregating synonyms and highly-related words.  
These three layered features provide perspectives in different levels, from micro to ma-
cro. By combining them we get a more complete perspective and achieve our best results. 
For comparison, we also conduct experimental comparison with other methods. Unlike 
[9], our method can be applied on any corpus even though they do not contain series of 
product entities and topics. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce feature ex-
traction. The voting method is described in section 3. Section 4 shows the experimen-
tal results and discussion. Finally we conclude this paper in section 5. 

2 Feature Extraction 

2.1 Preprocessing 

Before extracting features, we firstly split words using the tool ICTCLAS1 because 
there is no space between Chinese words. URLs, hashtags, emoticons, users’ names 
(with a character “@” before names), stop-words and words that appear less than 3 
times in the training set are removed. 

2.2 Synonyms and Highly-Related Words 

Synonyms. Synonyms are words expressing the same or similar meanings, like 高兴
(happy) and 开心(joyful). According to how “close” the meanings of synonymous 
words are, synonyms are grouped into three levels respectively. The structure is from 
fine to coarse. 

Highly-Related Words. Highly-related words are words that their meanings are dif-
ferent but the meanings are highly-related. For example, 棉农(cotton grower) and 茶

                                                           
1 http://www.ictclas.org/ 
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农(tea grower) means different but they are both plant growers. According to how 
“close” the relationships of highly-related words are, they are grouped into three le-
vels respectively. The structure is from fine to coarse.  

We use the HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin2 to find highly-related words and synonyms 
in Chinese. Other dictionary like SentiWordNet3, or formulas like PMI can also be 
used to find synonyms or highly-related words in different languages. Examples of 
synonyms and highly-related words are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Examples of Synonyms and Highly-related Words 

Notation 
(How close 

they are) 
Examples of Synonyms Examples of Highly-related Words 

 
(Extremely 

close) 

1. 忧愁(worry), 犯愁 (worry); 
1. 侨胞(countryman residing abroad),  
港胞(countryman residing Hong Kong); 

2. 忧闷(depressed), 忧郁(gloomy); 
2. 爱国同胞(patriotic fellow-countryman),  
爱国者(patriot); 

3. 烦闷(anguish), 烦乱(upset); 3. 非洲人(African), 亚洲人(Asian); 
4. 委屈(grievance), 憋屈(grievance); 4. 意大利人(Italian), 美国人(American); 

 
(very close) 

1.忧愁(worry), 犯愁(worry), 忧闷
(depressed), 忧郁(gloomy); 

1. 侨胞(countryman residing abroad), 港胞
(countryman residing Hong Kong), 爱国同胞
(patriotic fellow-countryman), 爱国者(patriot); 

2.烦闷(anguish), 烦乱(upset), 委屈
(grievance), 憋屈(grievance); 

2. 非洲人(African), 亚洲人(Asian),  
意大利人(Italian), 美国人 (American); 

 
(close) 

忧愁(worry), 犯愁(worry), 忧闷
(depressed), 忧郁(gloomy), 烦闷(anguish), 
烦乱(upset), 委屈(grievance), 憋屈
(grievance); 

侨胞(countryman residing abroad), 港胞
(countryman residing Hong Kong), 爱国同胞
(patriotic fellow-countryman), 爱国者(patriot), 非
洲人(African), 亚洲人(Asian), 意大利人(Italian), 
美国人(American); 

2.3 Reduction of Feature Dimension 

Words in microblogs are of large quantity which leading to the sparseness of vector 
space of Unigrams. Compressing feature dimensions using synonyms and highly-
related words will relieve this dilemma. In our method, a word and all of its synonyms 
and its highly-related words are all expressed in only one feature dimension. For ex-
ample, the word 火星(Mars), 荧惑(Mars), and 土星(Saturn) are all represented by 
one feature dimension, 荧惑(Mars) is synonymous word to 火星(Mars) while 土星
(Saturn) is highly-related word to 火星(Mars). Also, the synonymous words and 
highly-related words of 荧惑(Mars) and 土星(Saturn) are included. That is, the 
words in one feature dimension consist of a closure set. We define the calculation for 
finding the synonyms and highly-related words of a word iw  and of a word set W in 

equation (1-3). And the algorithm for calculating a closure word set closureW for a word 

iw , and for finding the set of all the word sets A  is shown in Algorithm 1. 

After all the words are split into disjoint closure sets, we use the results to construct 
features. Each dimension of our feature vector represents whether there are some 

                                                           
2 http://www.datatang.com/data/42306/ 
3 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/download.php 
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words contained in the microblog falling into that set. As shown in Fig. 1, the feature 
vector is a binary vector and the dimension of the vector equals to the number of sets. 

i iS w Synonyms of w( ) = { } , i iH w Highly-realted words of w( ) = { }      (1) 

i i if w S w H w( ) = ( ) ( )                      (2) 

1 2 3
1

n

i n
i

f W f w , W w ,w ,w ,...,w
=

( ) = ( ) = { }                (3) 

Algorithm 1. Calculating Closure Word Sets 

Calculate_Closure (word iw ){ 

{ }closure iW w= ; { }new iW w= ; 

While ( newW ≠ ∅ ){ 

new closure closureW f W W= ( ) − ; 

closure closure newW W W=  ; 

}  

Return closureW ;  

} 

Split_Words_into_Disjoint_Sets (corpus m ){ 

1 2 kM m ,m ,...,m words in m={ } ={ } ;  
= ∅A ; 

While ( M ≠ ∅ ){ 

0C Calculate_Closure m= ( ) , 0m M∈ ; 
M M C= − ; 

C= { }A A ; 
} 
Return A ; 

} 

 
 

Fig. 1. Description of One Feature Vector Fig. 2. Structure of the Layered Word Sets 

2.4 Layered Feature 

There are three layers of compressed features in our approach. The difference be-
tween these three layers is how “close” the meanings of synonymous words or how 
“close” the relationships of related words in one feature dimension. We group words 
that are “extremely close”, ”very close”, “close” respectively and denote one aggre-
gated set as α , β , γ respectively. 

Note that one γ  consists of many β and one β consists of many α . The aggrega-

tion is the most precise in the first layer while the aggregation is the least precise in the 
third layer, satisfying the inequality (4). The structure of the layered word sets is shown 
in Fig. 2. In every layer, words are split into disjoint sets. We construct a feature use the 
method shown in section 2.3 for every layer. These features provide perspectives from 

0 1 1 0 … 1 0 

 

Split words into disjoint 
sets 

A feature vector represents one microblog 

A set of synonyms 

and highly-related words 

If this microblog 

contains an ele-
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=1; Otherwise, 

value =0 
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micro to macro. Therefore combing all of them, we get a more complete view of the 
Microblogs and it can provide more information than one single layer. 

α αi αj β β i βj γ γi γjmax distance w ,w max distance w ,w max distance w ,w{ ( )} { ( )} { ( )}   (4) 

3 Voting SVM Classifiers 

Previous research [4] has shown that SVM performs excellently for sentiment analysis. 
Therefore we employ SVM classifier in our approach. Once we construct the three 
layered features, three SVM classifiers are built from each layer of features respectively. 
To combine the three classifiers, voting strategy is used. We consider that the features of 
the three layers are equally important, so we set the weights of these three classifiers to 
be equal when voting. The final classified result will be the majority predicted label [10]. 
The strategy of the classification is shown in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2. The Strategy of the Classification Table 2. Component of the Cilin 

Voting(microblog m){ 
Classifier iC is trained from features in layer i

1 3i( ≤ ≤ ) ; 

0votingResult = ; 

for 1 3i ;i ;i( = ≤ + +)  

{if (Ci predicts the m is positive) votingResult + + ;}

if 2votingResult( ≥ ) return positive; 

else return negative; 

} 

 
Number of 
word sets 

In the 1st layer 13440 

In the 2nd layer 3880 

In the 3rd layer 1423 

In the 4th layer 95 

In the 5th layer 12 
 

4 Experiments and Result Analysis 

To reveal the effectiveness of our approach, in this section we carry out a series of 
experiments on two datasets and compare our results with other well-known ap-
proaches. All the data used in this paper comes from Xinlang Weibo4, a large Twitter-
like Chinese microblogging website. 

4.1 Dictionary and Datasets 

HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin. We use the cilin to extract layered synonyms and high-
ly-related words. In the cilin, there are five layers. We only make use of the first three 
layers because the last two layers are too coarse which will cause over-aggregation of 
words, shown in Table 2. 

MoodLens Dataset [11]. There are four categories of sentiments: angry, disgusted, 
joyful and sad in this dataset. In our experiments, we take joyful as positive sentiment 
                                                           
4 http://www.weibo.com 
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and the other three emotions as negative sentiments. We randomly select 5000 posi-
tive microblogs and 5000 negative microblogs from this dataset. 

NLP&CC2013 Dataset5. Eight categories of sentiments serve as the labels. We take 
angry, disgusted, afraid and sad as negative sentiments and take happiness and like as 
positive sentiments. We use 965 positive microblogs and 965 negative microblogs. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

In the experiments, we compare our proposed approach with methods using Uni-
grams, Bigrams, Unigrams + POS tags, Bigrams + POS tags as features respectively. 
We also compare with lexicon method and the method proposed in [2]. In lexicon 
method, a microblogs will be labeled according to the number (the first deciding fac-
tor) and the strength (the second deciding factor) of the positive and negative words, 
using Dalian Ligong lexicon6. In [2], Bigrams and POS tags are used as the features 
with salience-feature-selection, and Naïve Bayes classifier is trained for classification. 
The performances of three classifiers that built from features of different layers are 
also examined respectively. In all experiments, 5-fold cross validation is conducted. 
And we use the criterion (5-7) to evaluate our system. Experimental results (%) on 
both datasets are shown in Table 3 & 4, respectively.  

emotion i

system_correct emotion i
Precision =

system_proposed emotion i=
# ( = )

# ( = )
 { }i Pos, Neg∈         (5) 

emotion i

system_correct emotion i
Recall

manually_label emotion i=
# ( = )=
# ( = )

 { }i Pos, Neg∈           (6) 

2 Precision Recall
F measure

Precision Recall

∗ ∗− =
+

                     (7) 

Table 3. Results on MoodLens Dataset 

Method 
Positive Negative 

Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 

Unigrams 60.44 62.18 61.30 61.06 59.30 60.17 

Bigrams 59.24 51.08 54.86 57.00 64.85 60.68 

Unigrams + POS tags 60.32 61.87 61.09 60.86 59.30 60.07 

Bigrams + POS tags 60.24 53.23 56.52 58.11 64.87 61.30 

Lexicon Method 54.66 44.96 49.34 53.26 62.71 57.60 

Method of [2] 59.62 51.90 55.49 57.41 64.85 60.91 

The 1st layered classifier 61.73 61.67 61.70 61.71 61.77 61.74 

The 2nd layered classifier 61.62 62.38 62.00 61.91 61.15 61.53 

The 3rd layered classifier 59.72 61.87 60.78 60.45 58.27 59.34 

Combination of three layered classifier 62.94 62.49 62.71 62.76 63.21 62.98 

                                                           
5 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/ 
6 http://ir.dlut.edu.cn/EmotionOntologyDownload.aspx 
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Table 4. Results on NLP&CC2013 Dataset 

Method 
Positive Negative 

Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 

Unigrams 74.16 72.93 73.54 73.37 74.59 73.98 

Bigrams 65.54 53.59 58.97 60.75 71.82 65.82 

Unigrams + POS tags 71.88 71.38 71.63 71.58 72.08 71.83 

Bigrams + POS tags 62.84 61.05 61.93 62.13 63.90 63.00 

Lexicon Method 59.69 57.64 58.65 59.05 61.07 60.04 

Method of [2] 60.17 73.55 66.19 65.99 51.31 57.73 

The 1st layered classifier 74.59 74.59 74.59 74.59 74.59 74.59 

The 2nd layered classifier 73.86 71.82 72.83 72.58 74.58 73.57 

The 3rd layered classifier 69.01 65.19 67.05 67.02 70.73 68.82 

Combination of three layered classifier 75.56 75.14 75.35 75.28 75.70 75.49 

 
From Table 3 & 4, we can find that on both datasets, our proposed method combining 
three layered classifiers achieves the best F-measure on both positive and negative 
sentiments. The classifier of the first layer also largely outperforms other comparison 
methods. It indicates that aggregating synonyms and highly-related words in the mi-
croblogs is a feasible approach for sentiment analysis. The results also reveal that the 
final combined classifier outperforms all the single classifiers. This may due to fea-
tures in different layers provide different perspectives, from “micro” to “macro”. 
Through voting, all the information gets together and improves the performance. 

Observations of the classifying results indicate that layered features can handle 
sparseness more effectively. Examples like the microblog 他真令我们伤悲  (he 
makes us so sad) containing the word 伤悲 (sad) is predicted right in our approach 
but it is predicted wrong when using other features. And in the case that replacing the 
word 伤悲 (sad) with 悲伤 (sad), all the approaches predict right. The reason is, 
generally people use the word 悲伤 (sad) to express sad mood and the word 伤悲 
(sad) is rarely used. However, these two words are grouped into one feature dimen-
sion when using layered feature. Therefore, layered features will make better use of 
rare words. 

4.3 Further Discussion 

Why Keep the Classifier of the Third Layer as One of the Voters? As shown in 
Table 3&4, the classifier of the third layer doesn’t perform as well as the classifiers of 
the first and the second layers. However, we still keep this classifier. Because words 
not strongly related can have similarities, and the third layer provides a “macro” pers-
pective to express similarities of the words. Meanwhile, the third layer provides the 
least sparse feature space. 

Why not Combine the Three Layered Features as a Single Feature Vector? We 
have tested and the performance is not better than the voting method. Using a single 
feature vector will increase the dimensions of the feature space. And the second and 
the third layer will have less effects because their feature dimensions are less than the 
first layer. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach based on layered features. In this method, 
we assume that synonyms and highly-related words play equal roles in sentiment 
analysis and can be regarded as the same. Based on this assumption, three layered 
features are constructed by grouping synonyms and highly-related words. The differ-
ence among features of the three layers is how close the meanings or the relationships 
of the words are. And three classifiers are trained from features of different layers 
respectively. The final results will be a major vote comes from the three classifiers. In 
the comparison experiments, our approach achieves the best results. 
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